
USING AI TO DEFEND  
A GLOBAL HEDGE FUND

/  Key Security Challenges
With business disruption and downtime not an option, this 
hedge fund sought a technology that could take targeted 
action against ransomware. They wanted protection at every 
stage of an attack, from the initial entry to lateral movement 
and encryption. Special focus was given to technology 
that could stop novel attacks that may evade rule or signa-
ture-based defenses currently in place.

The other main security concern for this organization was in 
the email realm, with employees – particularly senior execu-
tives – being targeted with advanced phishing emails contain-
ing malicious links, attempting to grab credentials, or request-
ing fraudulent payments.

/  Self-Learning AI
The hedge fund first turned to Darktrace to address their 
primary concern of ransomware. The organization implanted 
Darktrace DETECT + RESPOND. The AI technology immedi-
ately began learning its unique digital environment, under-
standing ‘normal’ for every user and device in order tospot 
subtle outliers that indicated a cyber-threat.

Quickly, the hedge fund Darktrace RESPOND was able to 
use this understanding to take targeted action to neutralize 
various types of attacks. “No matter the threat, Darktrace 
takes action against the malicious activity in our environment, 
wherever it may be,” their CSO commented. “With Darktrace 
we don’t have to worry about ransomware taking us down.”

Darktrace RESPOND works around the clock, including nights, 
weekends, and holidays. Its response actions vary according 
to the nature and severity of the threat, and this can escalate 
and adjust as necessary as an attacker pivots and changes 
tactics.

This global hedge fund is based on the east coast of the US 
and has been a longtime Darktrace customer.

AT A GLANCE:
�	 Needed additional protection against ransomware

�	 Turned to Darktrace to fight back in the network and  
email layer

�	 Darktrace extends value of existing security tools

With Darktrace we don’t have to worry 
about ransomware taking us down.

/ CSO, Hedge Fund
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/  Bringing Autonomous Response  
to the Inbox

After witnessing the success of Darktrace RESPOND in the 
network layer, the team implemented the same technology to 
protect their employees from phishing attacks.

Darktrace/Email uses the same approach as Darktrace/ Network, 
leaning the‘patterns of life’ for every email user and identifying 
highly unusual behavior that points to a cyber-threat. This allows 
it to action a surgical and proportionate response, locking links 
and attachments, ‘unspoofing’ emails and holding them back 
altogether where necessary. This targeted approach enables the 
hedge fund’s normal business activity to continue uninterrupted.

By surfacing a summary of what happened and why the tech-
nology took the actions it did, Darktrace/Email allows the secu-
rity team at this hedge fund to quickly understand every aspect 
of an incident in the form of a meaningful security narrative. The 
security team relies on the technology to reveal which users are 
most targeted by email threats, where malicious links are locat-
ed, and the geographical location of the sender.

The CSO commented: “Darktrace/Email stops phishing attacks 
while also giving us critical information on the threat landscape 
– like if the campaign is a targeted Business Email Compromise 
versus general spam.”

/  How Darktrace Operates Within the 
Wider Security Stack

Darktrace’s AI integrated with the company’s existing security 
tools, with Darktrace RESPOND intelligently handing off actions 
to its anti-virus and firewalls when it recognized a threat those 
tools missed. In addition, data from other tools can be fed into 
Darktrace’s AI to enhance its threat detection and response.

“We’re able to combine our Threat Intelligence feeds with 
Darktrace’s AI for a defense-in-depth.” Commented the CSO. 
Self-Learning AI’s ability to integrate and extend the value of 
existing solutions has been an additional bonus for this long-
time customer.

Figure 1: Darktrace’s findings and autonomous actions 
are shown in the Threat Visualizer

Darktrace/Email stops phishing while also
giving us critical information on the threat
landscape – like if the campaign is a  
targeted Business Email Compromise  
versus general spam.
/ CSO, Hedge Fund
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